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E. Hewitt (3) has defined a new class of abstract space called
hypernornal space. Further results on hypernormal spaces have been
obtained by M. Kat6tov (6). This note is concerned with a consideration of hypernormal spaces.
All spaces considered are Hausdorff or T. spaces.
Definition. A space S is called hypernormal, if, for any two
separated subsets A, B of S, there are two open sets G, H such that
GA, HB and GH--0.
We shall first prove the following
Theorem 1. For a Hausdorff space S, the following statements
are equivalent.
(1) S is hypernormal,
(2) If A and B are separated, there is a conginuous function f on
S such that f(x)-O for each x A and f(x)--I for each x e B.
(3) If A is any subset of S, and f is a bounded continuous function
on A, f nay be extended to continuous on S.
In the terminology of E. (ech (1) and E. Hewitt (4), the statement (2) is that any two separated set A, B of S are always completely
separated.
The statement (3) is essentially due to M. Kat6tov (6).
Proof. (1) -+ (2)
Let A, B be separated sets of S, then there are two open sets
G, H such that G A, H B and G H-0. Since any hypernormal
space is normal, there is a continuous function f on S such that
f()-0 on G and f(x)-I on H. Thus A, B are completely separated.

(2)->(3)
We can suppose that f on A has the values in _-1, 1. Let
fo-f. We shall define inductively f and c. We suppose that f
are defined. Let

2

then A,

B

are separated.

The functions
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are continuous, where the functions Cz, (x) are continuous on S
such that C, ,(x)=0 for x A= and C, ,(x)= 1 for x B. Such
functions exist by the hypothesis. From 0 C, =(x) 1, we have
0

e(x)

and 0

f(x)

(n-0, 1, 2, ...) for all x e S.

Clearly (x) is uniformly convergent on S. The limit (x)is
continuous on S.
(x):f(x)-f+(x) on A implies (x)=f(x) on A.
i=l

(3) (1)
Let A, B be separated. Let f(x) be a unction such that (x)=0 on
A and f(x)=l on B, then f(x) is continuous on AB. From (3), f(x)
S lp(z)<
is exended a eontinuous funeion () on S. Let G-

H=

{ e S p() > 2}, hen AG, BH and

=0. herefore

heorem 1 is completely roved.
Le N(S)be he eeh eomaeifieaion of a completely regular
saee S. hen we have he followin
A aee S i herormal if ad ol
Theorem
earaed es A, B i & he elore of A ad B i he aee B(S)

.

are gijoi.

Proof. If S is hyernormal, hen any wo separated subsets A,
B are completely separated by heorem 1 (2). Hence eeh theorem
implies A B=0 in N(S). Conversely, for wo separated subsets A,
B in S, le A B=0 in N(. Since B(S) is normal Hausdorff saee,
A and
there is a continuous function f() such ha f()=0 for
f()= 1 for B. herefore he hyernormaliy of S follows directly
from heorem 1 (). his eomlees he roof.
heorem 19 of N. Hewi (4) and heorem 1 () implies
A aee S is hpormal if and
Theorem
separated e are eoaied i disjoi Z-e in S.
Pot he definition of Z-e, see Definition 8 of E. Hewi ((4), 8).
Now we shall consider he Hanner saee of wo hyernormal
saees. Le X and Y be normal saees, and B a closed subse of
and f" B Y a eoninuous main. or he free union of X and
is he
Y, we identify eery oin eB wih f() Y. hen
may
ooloy
is
from
obtained
which
A
X,
identification saee
be defined on Z by he condition ha a se O in Z is oen if -(0)
and -(0) are boh oen, where j is he rojeeion from X
from Y o Z. he ooloied saee Z is Hae
by f. Such a saee was considered by O. Hanner (2) K. Iski ().
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Theorem 4. The Hanner space Z of hypernormal spaces X and
Y by f is hypernormal.
The idea of the proof is essentially due to O. Harmer and the
present author ((2) and (5)).
Proof. Let A, A. be separated sets in Z. Then A X, A.X
are separated in X. Thus there are closure disjoint open sets U,
U o X such that U A X, U. A.X. X is closed in Z, and
U, U. are separated in Z. This implies that B--A U, B--A: U
are separated in Z. Therefore k-(B), k-(B) are separated in Y.
Since Y is hypernormal, there are closure disjoint open sets V1, V2
in Y such that Vk-(B), V.-(B.). On the other hand,
k Y-B is a homeomorphism between Y-B and Z- X. Therefore
G=k(V-B) U, Go.--k(V.-B) U. are closure disjoint. That the
two sets G1, G2 are open is proved by a method similar to one
proving the previous theorem. (See or detail, O. Harmer (2) or K.
Isdki (5).) The proof is complete.
A hypernormal space X is called an AR (ANR) for the hypernormal class whenever a topological imbedding o X as a closed
subset X1 of every hypernormal space Y is a retract (neighborhood)
of Y.
Then the following theorems are an easy consequence of Theorem
4 and their proofs are similar to the previous ones (K. Iski (5), p.
145), therefore we shall omit the details.
Theorem 5. A hypernormal space X is an AR for hypernormal
class if and only if any continuous mapping f: B X of a closed
subset of a hypernormal space Y can be extended to Y.
Theorem 6. A hypernormal space X is an ANR for hypernormal
class if and only if, for any mapping f: B--> X of a closed subset
of a hypernormal space Y, there is an extension F: U-> X of f
to a neighborhood U of B in Y.
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